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Market Overview Profit taking emerged and HSI lost 78pts to 28,542 with HKD71b turnover 
last Friday. The Trump-Xi G20 meeting concluded that: (1) trade 
negotiation will resume, (2) US will not levy extra tariffs at this stage, (3) 
US will partial lift ban on Huawei. The result is positive and this will push 
market higher today, a lot of profit taking will probably emerge.   

Sector News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

China Property  
Xi’an introduced new property curbs on immigrants to cool market. New immigrants to the city are 
banned from buying primary or secondary homes within 12 months of acquiring a local “hukou”, and non-
local “hukou” holders are required to provide 5 years of tax payment proof. The scaled-up measures 
came just two days after the city reported a 2% MoM increase for new home prices in May, the highest 
among 70 cities according to NBS.  
 
Education Sector 
China’s gross enrollment rate of higher education reached 48.1% in 2018, according to the Ministry of 
Education (MoE), but the ratio is still behind Europe/N. America. This year, vocational colleges will enroll 
additional 1m students, as authorities continue to push college enrollment. Related stocks: China Ed (839 
HK), New Higher Ed (2001 HK).   

Company News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

BYD (1211 HK) 
According to news report, BYD is in talk with Indian partner, Olectra Greentech, to form a JV to 
manufacture electric car in India. The investment plan is expected to be announced by end of 2019.  
 
Fairwood (52 HK)  
For FY19 (yearend March), net profit dropped 16% to HKD180m, while revenue was up 4.6% to HKD2.9b. 
Gross margin contracted 140bps to 12.9% due to rising operating costs.  
 
Flat Glass Group (6865 HK) 
Due to the growth of both global newly-installed PV capacity and double-glass modules’ popularity, PV 
glass demand is forecasted to post a 16.7% CAGR for 2018-21F. Meanwhile, it is estimated demand to 
outgrow capacity for 2019, so glass ASP is likely to rise.  
 
Fosun Pharmaceutical (2196 HK) 
Aohong Pharmaceutical, a subsidiary of Fosun Pharm, proposed to acquire (1) 97.8% stake in List 
Pharmaceutical at RMB747m, (2) the IPs and related rights of Korgas Yaoyue‘s pipeline candidates “ET-
26” and “pentazocine hydrochloride” at RMB84.99m, tapping the anesthesia field.  
 
China Aircraft Leasing (1848 HK) 
Aircraft valuations are expected to climb in 2019: (1) strong global airline profitability, (2) a relatively 
low interest rate environment, and (3) increased economic volatility. Valuation tends to expand as 
investors flock to aircraft assets for strong, stable returns during period of economic uncertainty. 
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